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Abstract Let R be a noetherian ring which is a finite module over its centre Z(R). This
paper studies the consequences for R of the hypothesis that it is a maximal Cohen Macaulay
Z(R)-module. A number of new results are proved, for example projectivity over regular
commutative subrings and the direct sum decomposition into equicodimensional rings in
the affine case, and old results are corrected or improved. The additional hypothesis of
homological grade symmetry is proposed as the appropriate extra lever needed to extend
the classical commutative homological hierarchy to this setting, and results are proved in
support of this proposal. Some speculations are made in the final section about how to
extend the definition of the Cohen-Macaulay property beyond those rings which are finite
over their centres.
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1 Introduction
1.1
Let R be a noetherian ring which is a finitely generated module over its centre Z(R). We
shall call R Z(R)-Macaulay if it is a maximal Cohen-Macaulay Z(R)-module, or, more
generally,C-MacaulaywhereZ(R) is replaced by a central subringC. Rings with this prop-
erty have been much studied over the past 40 years, starting with [38], continuing through,
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for example, [12, 22, 28], to a host of more recent works. This ubiquity stems largely from
the fact that many classes of noetherian PI rings of central concern in noncommutative
algebra and representation theory satisfy the Macaulay condition - see Examples 2.3 and
Section 5 for a far from complete list. This paper has several purposes:
(i) to review the basic properties of Z(R)-Macaulay rings;
(ii) to prove a number of new results concerning these rings;
(iii) to explain how to strengthen the Z(R)-Macaulay hypothesis so as to recover in
this noncommutative setting the familiar homological hierarchy from commuta-
tive noetherian ring theory (regular⇒Gorenstein⇒Cohen-Macaulay, with reverse
implications valid when relevant homological dimensions are finite);
(iv) to use this PI setting as a testing ground for speculation about how the Cohen-
Macaulay hypothesis should be generalised in noncommutative algebra.
Aims (i) and (ii) are covered in Sections 2, 3 and reviewed in Section 1.2, and aims (iii) and
(iv) in Sections 4, 5, reviewed in Section 1.3.
1.2
Call the ringR equicodimensional if every maximal ideal ofR has the same height; this con-
dition has proved to be an important (if sometimes erroneously overlooked) hypothesis in
applications of the Z(R)-Macaulay property. Regarding aim (i), we review the fundamental
yoga of C-sequences and the interactions of the equicodimensionality and Krull homogene-
ity conditions, and examine the dependence of the C-Macaulay property on the choice of
the central subring C, (Sections 2.3, 2.4, 2.5). We also recall an important result of Goto
and Nishida [22] on catenarity of Z(R)-Macaulay rings, Theorem 3.1. Concerning (ii), the
main new structural results obtained are as follows:
• Let R be a C-Macaulay ring which is an affine k-algebra, k a field. Then R and C are
finite direct sums, R = ⊕iRi ⊇ ⊕iCi = C, with Ri and Ci equicodimensional and Ri
a Ci-Macaulay ring for all i (Theorem 3.4).
• Let R be equicodimensional and Z(R)-Macaulay, and let C be any commutative reg-
ular subring over which R is a finitely generated (right or left) module. Then R is
C-projective (Theorem 3.7).
• Let R be prime noetherian and a finite module over Z(R). Suppose that R has finite
global dimension, is Z(R)-Macaulay, and is height 1 Azumaya over Z(R). Then the
Azumaya locus of R coincides with the smooth locus of Z(R) (Theorem 3.13).
Theorem 3.7 is a noncommutative generalisation of a familiar characterisation of commuta-
tive Cohen-Macaulay rings. It is straightforward to prove when C is central, but seems to be
trickier for non-central C. The terms used in the statement of Theorem 3.13 are explained
in Section 3.4. It is an improvement of [8, Theorem 3.8], the latter having the additional
requirement that R is Auslander-regular. Theorem 3.13 is illustrated by an application to the
Reconstruction Algebras of [39] in Section 3.5.
1.3 Grade Symmetry
To discuss aims (iii) and (iv), recall that the homological grade of a non-zero (right) R-
module M is defined by
j rR(M) = min{i : ExtiR(M,RR) = 0},
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or j rR(M) = ∞ if no such i exists. We say that R is grade symmetric if jR(M) = j rR(M) for
all central R-bimodules M (where a central bimodule satisfies zm = mz for all z ∈ Z(R)
and m ∈ M). Let KdimM denote the Krull dimension of the R-module M . The crux of
Sections 4 and 5 is the proposal that the hypothesis that R is grade symmetric Z(R)-
Macaulay is what is needed to yield a noncommutative version of the standard commutative
chain of homological implications. First, in Section 4, the key features of the grade symmet-
ric Z(R)-Macaulay condition are described, including the interactions of the homological
grade with the grade defined in terms of Z(R)-sequences (Lemmas 4.5 and 4.6, and
Theorem 4.9), and what is needed to ensure that
δ := KdimR − jR
defines a dimension function on the category of finitely generated R-modules (Corollary
4.12). Recall moreover that a ring R is Krull Macaulay if KdimR < ∞ and, for all non-zero
finitely generated right or left R-modules M ,
KdimR = KdimM + jR(M).
It is shown in Theorem 4.8 that, if R is noetherian and a finitely generated module over
Z(R), then
RKrull-Macaulay ⇔ R Z(R) − Macaulay, equicodimensional and grade symmetric.
1.4 Homological Hierarchy
The definitions of homological and injective homogeneity (for a ring R which is a finite
module over its centre) are recalled from [10, 11] in Definition 5.1; in essence, these
conditions require that simple R-modules with the same central annihilator share certain
properties in common. The relation of the hom.hom. property with the concept of a non-
commutative crepant resolution is recalled in Remarks 5.2(iii). In slightly abbreviated form,
the main result of Section 5 states:
Theorem 1.1 Let R be a ring which is a finite module over its noetherian centre Z(R).
Then the following are equivalent:
(i) R is injectively homogeneous [resp. homologically homogeneous];
(ii) • R is Z(R)-Macaulay;
• R is grade symmetric; and
• R has finite injective dimension [resp. finite global dimension].
Since grade symmetry is trivially satisfied by every commutative ring, it’s clear that
Theorem 1.1 recovers the hierarchy of Section 1.1(iii).
An error which occurs in both [10] and [11], concerning the dependence of these
homogenity conditions on the choice of central subring, is corrected in Remarks 2.14(iii)
and (iv).
1.5 Speculation Beyond the PI Case
Some suggestions about the best way to extend the definition of the Cohen-Macaulay prop-
erty beyond the setting of rings which are module finite over their centres can be found in
Section 6.
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1.6 Notation
We shall frequently be working in a ring R with a central subring C over which R is a finite
module, the centre of R denoted always by Z(R). Given in this setting a prime ideal of R,
denoted by a Roman capital, say P , we’ll use the corresponding small fraktur letter, in this
instance p, to denote the prime ideal P ∩C of C. Given a nonzero R-module M , the support
of M is
supp(M) := {p ∈ Spec(Z(R)) : Mp = 0}.
Thus, if M is a finitely generated R-module, then supp(M) = {p ∈ Spec(Z(R)) : p ⊇
AnnZ(R)(M)}.
The codimension or height of a prime ideal P of a ring R, denoted htR(P ), or simply
ht(P ), is the greatest length of a chain of prime ideals descending from P ; following [15],
our main reference for commutative algebra, we will usually use the former terminology.
The symbols Kdim, gl.dim, inj.dim, pr.dim are used to denote, respectively, the Krull,
global, injective and projective dimensions of a module or of a ring. Details of these and
other basic ring-theoretic notions can be found in [20, 30] and [33], for example.
2 Centrally Macaulay Rings
2.1 Definition and Examples
Definition 2.1 Let C be a commutative noetherian ring, i an ideal of C and X a C-module.
(i) The i-grade of X, denoted GC(i, X), is the length of a maximal C-sequence in i on
X. When the ring C in question is clear, we write simply G(i, X).
(ii) X is a Cohen-Macaulay C-module if GC(m, X) = KdimCm(Xm) for all maximal
ideals m of C.
(iii) A Cohen-Macaulay module X is maximal if it is Cohen-Macaulay and G(m, X) =
Kdim(Cm) for all maximal ideals m of C.
(iv) [12] A noetherian ring R which is a finite module over a central subring C is
C-Macaulay, or centrally Macaulay with respect to C, if R is a maximal Cohen-
Macaulay C-module.
Remarks 2.2 ( i) The last part of the above definition makes sense because R is noetherian
if and only if C is, by [17, 30, Cor 10.1.11(ii)].
(ii) Definition 2.1(iv) is equivalent to the condition that GC(m, R) = Kdim(Rm) for all
maximal ideals m of C, since KdimCm(Rm) = KdimRm(Rm).
Examples 2.3 (i) Every commutative Cohen-Macaulay ring R is R-Macaulay.
(ii) Every finite dimensional algebra R over the field k is k-Macaulay: in Definition
2.1(iii), m = 0 and both integers under consideration are 0.
(iii) Every ring R which is a finitely generated torsion-free module over a central integral
domain of Krull dimension 1 is Z(R)-Macaulay: both integers in Definition 2.1(iii) are
equal to 1.
(iv) If R is a free module of finite rank over a central polynomial subalgebra, then R
is Z(R)-Macaulay; see Theorem 3.7(i) for details. Hence all of the following algebras R
are Z(R)-Macaulay: R a quantised enveloping algebra or a quantised function algebra with
parameter a (non-trivial) root of unity; R the enveloping algebra of a finite dimensional
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Lie algebra over a field of positive characteristic; R a symplectic reflection algebra with
parameter t = 0. All these cases follow from properties of Z(R) along with the appropriate
PBW-type theorem; details can be extracted from [8, 9, Part III, 16].
(v) LetR be an affine Hopf k-algebra which is a finitely generated module over its centre.
Then R is Z(R)-Macaulay. This follows from [40, Theorem 0.2], coupled with Theorem
4.8 below.
(vi) [12, Example 7.3] The centre Z(R) of a scalar local domain R which is Z(R)-
Macaulay need not itself be Cohen-Macaulay. For example, let k be the field of two
elements, Let S = k[X, Y,Z, T ] and let σ be the k-algebra automorphism of S with
σ(X) = X + Y, σ (Y ) = Y + Z, σ(Z) = Z + T , σ (T ) = T ; this is chosen to
have the property that the fixed algebra Sσ is not Cohen-Macaulay, [3, 18, Ex.16.8].
Let U be the skew polynomial algebra S[W ; σ ], so that Z(U) = Sσ [W 4]. It is now
not difficult to show that the maximal ideal M := 〈X, Y,Z, T ,W 〉 of U is local-
isable. Set R := UM . Since U and hence R are homologically homogeneous (see
Definition 5.1(iii)), R is Z(R)-Macaulay (by Theorem 5.4). But Z(R) = (Sσ [W 4])M∩Z(U)
is not Cohen-Macaulay.
2.2 Prime Ideals
We recall the fundamental relations between the prime ideals of a ring and a central subring,
which we’ll use frequently in the sequel. For proofs, see for example [5, 1.2, 1.3, 1.7].
Proposition 2.4 Let R be a ring with a central subring C over which it is a finitely
generated module. Let t be the minimal number of generators of R as a C-module.
(i) Lying over. Let p be a prime ideal of C. Then there exists an integer s with 1 ≤ s ≤ t
such that there are exactly s prime ideals P1, . . . , Ps of R with Pi ∩C = p for each i.
(ii) Incomparability. Let P and I be ideals of R with P  I and P prime. Then P ∩C 
I ∩ C.
(iii) Going up. Let P be a prime ideal of R, let p := P ∩ C, and let q be a prime ideal of
C with p  q. Then there exists a prime ideal Q of R with P ⊂ Q and Q ∩ C = q.
As an immediate consequence of (ii) and (iii) of the proposition, we get (i) and (ii) of the
following result. Part (iii) is a standard easy exercise.
Corollary 2.5 With R and C as in the proposition, let P be a prime ideal of R, and let
p := P ∩ C.
(i) ht(p) ≥ ht(P ).
(ii) There exists a prime ideal Q of R, with Q ∩ C = p, such that
ht(p) ≤ ht(Q).
(iii) Let C be a multiplicatively closed subset of C \ p, with 1 ∈ C. Then there is a
1 − 1 correspondence between saturated chains of primes descending from P in R,
and saturated chains of primes descending from PC in RC . In particular, htR(P ) =
htRC (PC).
Example 2.6 If no further hypotheses are imposed, (i) and (ii) of the corollary constitute
the best one can say. Thus, let R = k[X]⊕ k, where k is a field, and let C be the subalgebra
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k[(X, 1)] = {(f, f (1)) : f ∈ k[X]} of R. Take P = (k[X], 0),a minimal prime of R. Then
P ∩ C = ((X − 1)k[X], 0) a maximal ideal of the polynomial subalgebra C.
2.3 Basic Properties of Centrally Macaulay Rings
The following is essentially assembled from [12] and [10]. Note that (ii) repairs the
difficulty highlighted in Example 2.6.
Theorem 2.7 LetR be a noetherian ring which is a finite module over the central subringC.
(i) For all primes P of R,
GC(p, R) ≤ GCp(pp, Rp) ≤ ht(Pp) ≤ ht(P ). (2.1)
(ii) If R is C-Macaulay, then for all prime ideals P of R, writing p := P ∩ C,
ht(P ) = GC(p, R) = ht(p).
(iii) If R is C-Macaulay and p is a prime ideal of C, then Rp is Cp-Macaulay.
(iv) R is C-Macaulay if and only if Rm is Cm-Macaulay for all maximal ideals m of C.
(v) R is C-Macaulay if and only if GC(m, R) = ht(M) for all maximal ideals M of R,
where m := M ∩ C.
(vi) If R is C-Macaulay, then R has an artinian quotient ring.
(vii) Suppose that R is C-Macaulay, with {x1, . . . , xt } a C-sequence on R. Write R :=
R/
∑
i xiR and C := C +
∑
i xiR/
∑
i xiR. Then R is C-Macaulay.
Proof (i) It is routine to check [15, Lemma 18.1] that C-sequences are preserved under
localisation, so that
GC(p, R) ≤ GCp(pp, Rp). (2.2)
An easy argument (independent of the Macaulay property) shows [12, page 75] that
GCp(pp, Rp) ≤ ht(Pp). (2.3)
Now (i) follows from Eqs. 2.2, 2.3 and Corollary 2.5(iii).
(ii) This is [12, Theorem 4.12].
(iii) Suppose that R is C-Macaulay and let p be a prime of C. Then (ii) shows that, for
any prime P of R with P ∩ C = p, equality holds throughout (2.1). Since Kdim(Rp) is the
common codimension of these primes Pp, (iii) follows in the light of Remark 2.2(ii).
(iv) The implication from left to right is a special case of (iii). Conversely, suppose that
Rm is Cm-Macaulay for all maximal ideals m of C, and let m be a maximal ideal of C. By
[15, Lemma 18.1] and our hypothesis,
GC(m, R) = GCm(mm, Rm) = KdimCm(Rm),
as required.
(v) Suppose first that R is C-Macaulay and let M be a maximal ideal of R. Then
GC(m, R) = Kdim(Rm), and so GC(m, R) ≥ ht(Mm) = ht(M). The reverse inequal-
ity is Eqs. 2.2 and 2.3. For the opposite implication, fix a maximal ideal m of C. That
GC(m, R) = KdimCm(Rm) follows at once from the right hand hypothesis and the fact that
KdimCm(Rm) = KdimRm(Rm) = max{ht(M) : M  R,Mmaximal,M ∩ C = m}.
(vi) Suppose that R is C-Macaulay. By (ii), every annihilator prime of R is minimal.
Hence, if P1, . . . , Pt are the minimal prime ideals of R, then (again using (ii)), p1, . . . , pt
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are (not necessarily distinct) minimal primes of C, and C := C \ ∪ti=1pi is a non-empty
multiplicatively closed subset of R consisting of central regular elements. Therefore RC is a
partial quotient ring of R; but it is a finite module over CC , and all its (finitely many) prime
ideals {PiRC : i = 1, . . . , t} are maximal. Since RC is noetherian, it follows easily that it is
artinian, as claimed.
(vii) Let R, C and {x1, . . . , xt } be as stated. Without loss of generality, t = 1, so write
x = x1, and it will be enough to show that R := R/xR is C-Macaulay, where C := (C +
xR)/xR. By (iv), we may assume that C is local, with maximal idealm. Let {x, y2, . . . , yn}
be a maximal C-sequence in R, and let M be a maximal ideal of R with M ∩ C = m.
Thus M is a maximal ideal of R, and {y2, . . . , yn} is a maximal C-sequence in R. With the
inequality following as in Eq. 2.3,
GC(m, R) = n − 1 ≤ ht(M). (2.4)
From (ii) we see that M is a minimal prime over xR+∑ni=2 yiR. Hence M is minimal over∑n
i=2 yiR. By the Generalised Principal Ideal Theorem, [30, Theorem 4.1.13],
ht(M) ≤ n − 1. (2.5)
By Eqs. 2.4 and 2.5, GC(m, R) = ht(M). Hence the result follows from (v).
2.4 Equicodimensionality and Krull Homogeneity.
Let the noetherian ring R be a finite module over its centre. Recall that we say that R is
equicodimensional if every maximal ideal M of R has the same codimension; this common
codimension is then necessarily Kdim(R). We’ll see that equicodimensionality is key to the
validity of certain desirable properties of a centrally Macaulay ring.
Lemma 2.8 Suppose that the noetherian ring R is a finite module over a central subring C.
(i) If R is equicodimensional, then C is equicodimensional. In this case every maximal
ideal of R and every maximal ideal of C has codimension equal to Kdim(R).
(ii) The converse to the first sentence of (i) is true if R is C-Macaulay.
Proof (i) Suppose that R is equicodimensional, and let m be a maximal ideal of C. By
Corollary 2.5(ii) there is a maximal idealM ofR withM∩C = m such that ht(M) ≥ ht(m).
But, by Corollary 2.5(i), ht(M) ≤ ht(m) also holds. Hence ht(m) = Kdim(R) by our
hypothesis on R, and so C is equicodimensional.
(ii) Suppose that R is C-Macaulay and C is equicodimensional. Then R is equicodimen-
sional by Theorem 2.7(ii).
The example in Remark 2.14(ii) below shows that Lemma 2.8(ii) fails in the absence of
the C-Macaulay hypothesis.
A noetherian ring R is Krull homogeneous if Kdim(I ) = Kdim(R) for every non-zero
right or left ideal I of R. Note that, if R is a finite module over its centre, then there is
no need to deal separately with right and left ideals when handling this concept: ideals of
R have the same right and left Krull dimensions by [30, Corollary 6.4.13], and if R has a
non-zero right ideal I with Kdim(I ) < Kdim(R), then it is easy to see that Kdim(RI) <
Kdim(R).
Proposition 2.9 Let R be a finite module over Z(R), and suppose that R is an affine k-
algebra, where k is a field. If R is Krull homogeneous, then it is equicodimensional.
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Proof LetR be a Krull homogeneous k-algebra which is finite over its centre, and letQ be a
minimal prime ofR. Then Kdim(R) = Kdim(R/Q); this is true for anyKrull homogeneous
ring, but is easy to see directly in the present setting - with q := Q ∩ Z(R), Kdim(R/Q) =
Kdim(Z(R)/q), and q has non-zero annihilator in R. Moreover,
Kdim(R/Q) = ht(M/Q)
for every maximal ideal M of R with Q ⊆ M , by the catenarity of affine PI rings, [34,
Theorem 4]. Thus every maximal ideal of R has codimension equal to KdimR, as required.
Remarks 2.10 (i) The converse to Proposition 2.9 is false: consider the commutative alge-
bra R = k[X, Y ]/〈X2, XY 〉. It is equicodimensional, with KdimR = 1, but XR is a
non-zero artinian ideal of R.
(ii) In a partial converse to Proposition 2.9, it will be shown in Corollary 3.2 that
equicodimensional Z(R)-Macaulay rings are Krull homogeneous.
(iii) The above proposition is trivially false if the affine hypothesis is dropped, even if
R is commutative Cohen Macaulay - consider for example the localisation of k[X, Y ] at
< (X + 1)X, (X + 1)Y >.
Proposition 2.11 Suppose that the noetherian ring R is a finite module over a central sub-
ring C, and that R is C-Macaulay and equicodimensional of dimension n. Let {x1, . . . , xt }
be a C-sequence on R. Set R := R/∑i xiR and C := C +
∑
i xiR/
∑
i xiR. Then R is
C-Macaulay and is equicodimensional of dimension n − t .
Proof The first claim is Theorem 2.7(vii). For the second part, let M be any maximal
ideal of R containing {x1, . . . , xt }, so GC(m, R) = n by our hypotheses. As in Eq. 2.4,
GC(m, R) = n− t . By the first part of the proposition, ht(M) = n− t , so the second claim
follows.
2.5 Dependence on the Central Subring
It is immediate from Theorem 2.7(v) and (i) that if a ring R is C-Macaulay for some cen-
tral subring C over which it is a finite module, then R is Z(R)-Macaulay. But the reverse
implication is somewhat more subtle:
Theorem 2.12 Let R be a noetherian ring which is a finite module over the central subring
C. Suppose that R is Z(R)-Macaulay. Then R is C-Macaulay if and only if, for all maximal
ideals M and N of Z(R) with M ∩ C = N ∩ C, ht(M) = ht(N).
Proof Suppose first that R is C-Macaulay. Let M and N be maximal ideals of Z(R) with
M ∩ C = N ∩ C := m. Let M̂ and N̂ be maximal ideals of R lying over M and N
respectively. So
M̂ ∩ C = M ∩ C = m = N ∩ C = N̂ ∩ C.
Since R is C-Macaulay and Z(R)-Macaulay, two applications of Theorem 2.7(ii) yield
ht(M) = ht(M̂) = ht(m) = ht(N̂) = ht(N),
as claimed.
Conversely, assume that R is Z(R)-Macaulay, and that the equality of codimensions
property holds for the inclusion C ⊆ Z(R). Let M̂ be a maximal ideal of R, and set
M := M̂ ∩ Z(R), m := M ∩ C.
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Localise at m in C to ensure that, without loss of generality, C is local with J (C) = m; this
is legitimate by Theorem 2.7(iv).
By Theorem 2.7(ii), since R is Z(R)-Macaulay,
t := ht(M̂) = ht(M) = GZ(R)(M,R). (2.6)
Let {x1, . . . , xs} be a maximal C-sequence in m on R, so that s ≤ t since m ⊆ M . Set
I := ∑si=1 xiR. Then (m+I )/I consists of zero divisors inR/I , so that, by [12, Proposition
3.4], there exists c ∈ R \ I with cm ⊆ I . Since R/mR is Artinian, (cR + I )/I is a non-
zero Artinian submodule of R/I . Hence there exists a simple right R-module T/I and a
maximal ideal M̂ ′ of R with T M̂ ′ ⊆ I . Set M ′ := M̂ ′ ∩ Z(R), so M ′ ∩ C = m. Since M ′
consists of zero divisors modI , {x1, . . . , xs} is a maximal Z(R)-sequence in M̂ ′. But R is
Z(R)-Macaulay, so
s = GZ(R)(M ′, R) = ht(M̂ ′) = ht(M ′). (2.7)
However, by hypothesis, since M ′ ∩ C = m = M ∩ C,
ht(M ′) = ht(M). (2.8)
Now Eqs. 2.6, 2.7 and 2.8 imply that s = t . That is, GC(M̂ ∩C,R) = ht(M̂). Since M̂ was
an arbitrary maximal ideal of R, the result follows from Theorem 2.7(v).
It follows at once from Theorem 2.12 that the Macaulay property of R is independent of
the choice of central subring, provided that Z(R) is equicodimensional:
Corollary 2.13 LetR be a noetherian ring which is a finite module over the central subring
C. If Z(R) is equicodimensional, then R is Z(R)-Macaulay if and only if R is C-Macaulay.
Remarks 2.14 (i) The corollary shows that independence of the central subalgebra for the
Macaulay property holds in particular if R is a prime affine k-algebra, k a field, by the
Artin-Tate lemma [30, Lemma 13.9.10].
(ii) Corollary 2.13 is false without the equicodimensionality hypothesis. Consider again
Example 2.6, R = k[X] ⊕ k, where k is a field, with C = k[(X, 1)]. This is R-Macaulay,
but is not C-Macaulay. For the maximal ideal P = 〈X − 1〉 ⊕ k of R has ht(P ) = 1 but
GC(P,R) = 0. Errors of this type are very easy to make, and have occurred quite frequently
in the literature. Examples which are the fault of the first author of the current paper are
described in remarks (iii) and (iv) below. A further example is [2, 2.1 - 2.5], where several
results are claimed of the “independence of coefficient ring” sort, which are manifestly
false, with counterexamples similar to the one just given. However, in the key Lie-theoretic
applications in [2], equicodimensionality is valid and the applications survive.
(iii) Remark (ii) shows that [10, Proposition 2.7] is not correct. This result concerns
the homologically homogeneous property, whose definition is recalled in Definition 5.1(iii)
below. [10, Proposition 2.7] asserts that the homologically homogeneous property for a ring
is independent of our choice of central subring, but it is easy to see that the hereditary
commutative algebra R = k[X]⊕ k, which is - trivially - homologically homogeneous over
R, is not homologically homogeneous with respect to C = k[(X, 1)]. For, let M := 〈X −
1〉⊕k and N := k[X]⊕{0}, maximal ideals of R with M∩C = N ∩C = 〈X−1〉⊕{0}; but
pr.dimR(R/M) = 1, whereas pr.dimR(R/N) = 0. The error in the proof of [10, Proposition
2.7] lies in the claim that, for a hom hom. ring R, ht(M) = ht(M ∩ C) for every maximal
ideal M of R or Z(R); the equicodimensionality property is enough to ensure this, since the
Krull dimensions of R, Z(R) and C are necessarily equal, and hence so are codimensions
in the equicodimensional setting. To recover [10, Proposition 2.7], it is thus necessary to
impose the additional hypothesis that R is equicodimensional, taking note of Lemma 2.8(i).
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(iv) A parallel correction is required to [11, Corollary 3.6], concerning the independence
of the injectively homogeneous property on the choice of central subring. The relevant def-
inition is recalled in Definition 5.1(ii) below, and the same example as in (iii) shows that
[11, Corollary 3.6] is false. Again, the result and its proof remain valid if R is assumed to
be equicodimensional.
3 Consequences of the Centrally Macaulay Property
3.1 Chains of Primes; Catenarity
Recall that a ring R is catenary if, given any two primes P and Q of R with Q ⊂ P , all
saturated chains of primes between Q and P have the same length.
The key parts (i) and (iii) of the following result are due to Goto and Nishida,
[22, Corollary 1.3].
Theorem 3.1 Let R be a noetherian ring which is a finite module over a central subring C.
Suppose that R is C-Macaulay.
(i) R is catenary. More precisely, every saturated chain of prime ideals between primes
P and Q of R with Q ⊆ P has length ht(P ) − ht(Q).
(ii) C is catenary. More precisely, every saturated chain of prime ideals between primes
p and q of C with q ⊆ p has length ht(p) − ht(q).
(iii) If R (or equivalently C) is equicodimensional, then, for every prime ideal P of R,
Kdim(R) = Kdim(R/P ) + ht(P ).
(iv) If R (or equivalently C) is equicodimensional, then, for every prime ideal p of C,
Kdim(C) = Kdim(C/p) + ht(p).
Proof (i) Since we can without loss localise to Rp by Theorem 2.7(iii) and Corollary
2.5(iii), this is the first and last parts of [22, Corollary 1.3].
(iii) Suppose that R is equicodimensional. The equivalence of this hypothesis with the
equicodimensionality of C is Lemma 2.8. Let P be a prime ideal of R, and let M be a
maximal ideal of R with P ⊆ M . Write m = M ∩R. Since R is equicodimensional, and by
Corollary 2.5(iii),
Kdim(R) = ht(M) = ht(Mm) = Kdim(Rm). (3.1)
Now R/P is equicodimensional, by (i) and the equicodimensionality of R. Hence
Kdim(R/P ) = ht(M/P ) = ht(Mm/Pm) = Kdim(Rm/Pm). (3.2)
Since the result we want to prove is true when C is local, by [22, Corollary 1.3], Theorem
2.7(iii) implies that
Kdim(Rm) = Kdim(Rm/Pm) + htRm(Pm). (3.3)
It follows from Eqs. 3.1, 3.2, 3.3 and another use of Corollary 2.5(iii) that
Kdim(R) = Kdim(R/P ) + ht(P ).
(iv) Let p be a prime ideal of C. Then (iv) follows from (iii) by taking a prime P of R
which lies over p and applying (iii) to P , noting that R and C (and similarly R/P and C/p)
have the same Krull dimensions, and using also Theorem 2.7(ii).
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(ii) Let p and q be as stated. By Theorem 2.7(iii) and Corollary 2.5(iii) we can
localise R at p, so without loss C is local with maximal ideal p, and hence C and R are
equicodimensional, by Lemma 2.8. By equicodimensionality and (iv),
ht(p) = Kdim(C) = Kdim(C/q) + ht(q), (3.4)
so that
Kdim(C/q) = ht(p) − ht(q). (3.5)
Suppose that there is a saturated chain of primes q = q0  · · ·  qt = p, so that
t ≤ ht(p) − ht(q) (3.6)
by Eq. 3.5. Suppose that the inequality (3.6) is strict. Then, bearing in mind that p is maxi-
mal, there is an inclusion qi  qi+1 where Kdim(C/qi ) ≥ Kdim(C/qi+1)+ 2. Replacing q
and p by qi and qi+1 respectively, and noting (iv), we can assume that
ht(p) − ht(q) ≥ 2 > 1 = ht(p/q), (3.7)
(though p may no longer be maximal).
By Going Up, Corollary 2.5(iii), there are primes Q and P of R lying over q and p
respectively, with Q ⊂ P . By Theorem 2.7(ii) and Eq. 3.7, ht(P ) − ht(Q) ≥ 2. By (i),
ht(P/Q) ≥ 2; in particular there is a prime ideal J of R with Q  J  P . It follows that
q  j := J ∩C  p, contradicting (3.7). The assumption that Eq. 3.6 is strict must therefore
be false, and so the proof is complete.
We can now prove the promised partial converse to Proposition 2.9.
Corollary 3.2 Let R be a noetherian ring which is a finite module over Z(R). Suppose that
R is equicodimensional and Z(R)-Macaulay. Then R is Krull homogeneous.
Proof Since R is Z(R)-Macaulay it has an artinian quotient ring by Theorem 2.7(vi). In
particular this means that every (right or left) annihilator prime ideal of R is a minimal
prime, [30, Proposition 3.2.4(v) and Corollary 4.1.4]. Now Theorem 3.1(iii) implies that,
for every minimal prime P of R,
Kdim(R/P ) = Kdim(R).
If R has a non-zero right ideal I with Kdim(I ) < Kdim(R), then R has such a right ideal
with prime annihilator. The above facts thus show that no such I can exist, proving that R
is Krull homogeneous.
Remarks 3.3 Theorem 3.1 of Goto and Nishida replaces an earlier incomplete proof
purporting to prove the same result, in [12].
3.2 Indecomposible Centrally Macaulay Rings: the affine Case
In this subsection we prove
Theorem 3.4 Let the ring R be a finite module over the central subring C. Suppose that
C (or, equivalently, R), is affine over a field, and that R is C-Macaulay. Then R and C are
direct sums,
R = ⊕iRi ⊇ ⊕iCi = C,
where Ci = C ∩ Ri . For all i, the algebras Ri and Ci are equicodimensional and Krull
homogeneous; and Ri is Ci-Macaulay.
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The equivalence of the affine hypotheses on R and C is the Artin-Tate lemma, [30,
Lemma 13.9.10]. The theorem is a generalisation of a well-known result in the commutative
theory, [15, Exercise 18.6]. It is easily seen to be false if the affine hypothesis is omitted:
for example, let k be a field and let R be the localisation of k[X, Y ] at the semiprime ideal
〈(X + 1)X, (X + 1)Y 〉.
The proof of Theorem 3.4 will need the theory of primary decomposition in noncommu-
tative rings initiated in 1962 by Gabriel [19] and developed by Gordon and others [6, 21,
24]. We recall here the minimum required.
Definition 3.5 Let P be a prime ideal of the noetherian ring R.
(i) The ring R is right P -primary if P is the unique right annihilator prime ideal of
(the right R-module) R; that is, P is the unique right associated prime of R. If R is
P -primary for some prime ideal P , then R is called primary.
(ii) A primary decomposition of R is a finite intersection 0 = ⋂nj=1 Ij , where {Ij : 1 ≤
j ≤ n} is a collection of ideals ofR, withR/Ij being Pj/Ij -primary for j = 1, . . . , n,
and with the intersection of every proper subset of the {Ij } being non-zero.
The following proposition is valid under much weaker hypotheses on R, but we limit the
discussion to what is needed for the present proof. Note that a primary decomposition may
not be unique.
Proposition 3.6 Let the noetherian ring R be a finitely generated module over the central
subring C.
(i) The ring R admits an irredundant primary decomposition. Let
0 =
n⋂
j=1
Ij (3.8)
be one primary decomposition as ensured by (i), with R/Ij being Pj/Ij -primary,
j = 1, . . . , n.
(ii) If R is primary, then it has an artinian quotient ring. In particular, Pj/Ij is a minimal
prime ideal of R/Ij , for j = 1, . . . , n.
(iii) If R is P -primary, then Kdim(R) = Kdim(R/P ) = Kdim(R/Q) for every minimal
prime ideal Q of R.
(iv) Suppose that R has an artinian quotient ring. Then, in the notation of Eq. 3.8, for
every j = 1, . . . , n, all the minimal prime ideals over Ij , including Pj , are minimal
prime ideals of R.
Proof (i) [21, Corollary 2.4].
(ii), (iii) Suppose that R is P -primary. By [6, Theorem 6.2(i)], R has an artinian quotient
ring, and is Krull homogeneous, so that Kdim(X) = Kdim(R) for every non-zero right or
left ideal of R. In particular, Kdim(R/P ) = Kdim(R), since by definition P is the right
annihilator of a non-zero ideal of R. Hence, P is a minimal prime. Krull homogeneity,
combined with [6, Theorem 5.4(ii)], means that every minimal prime ideal Q of R satisfies
Kdim(R/Q) = Kdim(R/P ).
(iv) Suppose that R has an artinian quotient ringQ(R). By Eq. 3.8, the right R-module R
embeds in ⊕jR/Ij . Denote this embedding by ι, and observe that the irredundancy require-
ment of the intersection implies that, for each j = 1, . . . , n, ι(∩i =j Ii) ⊆ ι(R)∩(R/Ij ) = 0.
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Hence, for each j , Pj is a right associated prime of R. In particular, Pj is a minimal prime
ideal of R, for all j = 1, . . . , n. But, for every j , every minimal prime ideal Q/Ij of R/Ij
is in the clique of Pj/Ij , since every such prime Q/Ij occurs as the annihilator of a critical
composition factor of the right module R/Ij , and the latter module embeds in a finite direct
sum of copies of the R/Ij -injective hull of R/Pj , due to R/Ij being right Pj/Ij -primary. A
fortiori, Q is in the clique of Pj . Now the existence of Q(R) implies that the set of minimal
prime ideals of R is a union of cliques, by [24, Proposition 7.4.8]. Since Pj is a minimal
prime of R, so is Q, as claimed.
Proof of Theorem 3.4 Let R be a finitely generated module over the central affine subal-
gebra C, and assume that R is C-Macaulay. By Proposition 3.6(i), R admits an irredundant
primary decomposition 0 = ⋂nj=1 Ij . Since C is affine, Kdim(C) = Kdim(R) =: s < ∞.
For each  = 0, . . . , s, define
J := R ∩
⋂
{Ij : Kdim(R/Ij ) = }.
Relabelling the ideals J to omit those which are equal to R, we obtain an irredundant
decomposition
0 =
⋂

J. (3.9)
By Theorem 2.7(vi) R has an artinian quotient ring, since it is C-Macaulay. Hence, by
Proposition 3.6(iv) every prime ideal minimal over Ij is a minimal prime ofR. By definition
of the ideals J, the same is true for them.
We claim that
R ∼=
⊕

R/J. (3.10)
To prove (3.10), it is enough to show that, for all ,
T := J + (∩r =Jr ) = R. (3.11)
Suppose that Eq. 3.11 fails for  and let M be a maximal ideal of R with T ⊆ M . Thus
J ⊆ M and Jr ⊆ M for some r = ,so there exist prime ideals P and Q of R with P
minimal over J and Q minimal over Jr , such that
P + Q ⊆ M.
Note that, by the discussion between Eqs. 3.9 and 3.10, P and Q are both minimal primes
of R; moreover P is minimal over Ij and Q is minimal over It for primary ideals Ij [resp.
It ] occurring in the intersections defining J [resp. Jr ]. By construction, there are distinct
integers a and b with
Kdim(R/J) = a, Kdim(R/Jr) = b. (3.12)
By Proposition 3.6(v), applied in R/Ij and in R/It ,
Kdim(R/P ) = a, Kdim(R/Q) = b. (3.13)
Since R is C-Macaulay and P is a minimal prime of R, ht(M) = ht(M/P ) by Theorem
3.1; and since R/P is a prime affine PI-ring, Kdim(R/P ) = ht(M/P ) by [34, Theorem 4].
That is,
Kdim(R/P ) = ht(M/P ) = ht(M); (3.14)
similarly,
Kdim(R/Q) = ht(M/Q) = ht(M). (3.15)
Given that a = b, Eqs. 3.13, 3.14 and 3.15 yield a contradiction. So Eq. 3.11 must be
true, and the direct sum decomposition (3.10) is proved. The primary factors R/Ij are Krull
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homogeneous by Proposition 3.6(ii) and (iii), and hence so are the summands R/J, by
construction. Finally, they are then also equicodimensional, in view of Proposition 2.9.
3.3 Projectivity over Regular Subrings
Recall the characterisation of a commutative Cohen-Macaulay ring [15, Corollary 18.17]:
an equicodimensional (commutative) noetherian ring is Cohen-Macaulay if and only if it
is a projective module over some [resp. every] regular subring C over which it is finitely
generated. It is straightforward to extend this to the noncommutative setting, with C central
in R, but in fact we can do better than this, as in (ii) of the following result.
Theorem 3.7 Let R be a noetherian ring which is a finitely generated Z(R)-module.
(i) If there exists a regular subring C of Z(R) over which R is a finitely generated
projective module, then R is C-Macaulay, and hence Z(R)-Macaulay.
(ii) Suppose that R is equicodimensional and Z(R)-Macaulay. Let C be any (commuta-
tive) regular subring of R with R a finitely generated (right or left) C-module. Then
R is a projective C-module.
Proof (i) Suppose that R is a finitely generated projective C-module, with C central and
regular. These properties are preserved by localisation at a maximal ideal of C, so, by The-
orem 2.7(iv), in proving that R is C-Macaulay we may assume that C is local. In this case
C, being regular local, is Cohen-Macaulay, [15, Corollary 10.15]. Hence R, being a free
C-module by [15, Exercise 4.11a], is a Cohen-Macaulay C-module, as required. That R is
Z(R)-Macaulay now follows by the first paragraph of Section 2.5.
(ii) Step 1: Proof of Eq. 3.16: Let C and R be as stated, with R a finitely generated right
C-module. Set A to be the subring of R generated by C and Z(R), so that A is commutative
noetherian and a finitely generated C-module, and R is finitely generated as a right and as
a left A-module. We show first that
A is equicodimensional, andRis a maximal Cohen-MacaulayA − module. (3.16)
Let P be a maximal ideal of A, and set p := P ∩ Z(R), a maximal ideal of Z(R) by
Going Up, Proposition 2.4(iii). The equicodimensionality hypothesis applies to both R and
Z(R) by Lemma 2.8. SinceR isZ(R)-Macaulay, Theorem 2.7(ii) and equicodimensionality
ensure that
GZ(R)(p, R) = ht(p) = Kdim(Z(R)) = Kdim(R). (3.17)
Since any Z(R)-sequence on R is an A-sequence, and using [15, Proposition 18.2] for the
second inequality,
GZ(R)(p, R) ≤ GA(P, RR) ≤ ht(P ) ≤ KdimA(A). (3.18)
Now R is an R − A-bimodule, finitely generated on each side, so
KdimA(A) = KdimR(R) (3.19)
by [30, Corollary 6.4.13]. It therefore follows that equality holds throughout Eqs. 3.17 and
3.18. In particular,
GA(P, RR) = ht(P ) = Kdim(R). (3.20)
Since P was an arbitrary maximal ideal of A, Eq. 3.16 is proved.
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Step 2: R is a maximal Cohen-Macaulay (left) C-module: Now let m be a maximal
ideal of C. Using Proposition 2.4(i), let P be a maximal ideal of A with P lying over m. By
Eq. 3.16 and Corollary 2.5(i),(ii),
Kdim(A) = ht(P ) = ht(m). (3.21)
From Eqs. 3.19, 3.20 and 3.21,
s := GC(m, RR) ≤ GA(P, RR) = Kdim(R) = Kdim(A) = ht(P ) = ht(m). (3.22)
Suppose for a contradiction that the inequality in Eq. 3.22 is strict, and let {x1, . . . , xs} be
a maximal C-sequence on RR in m. Note that CR is also finitely generated, since CA
and AR are both finitely generated modules. Let I := ∑si=1 xiR, so that R/I is a finitely
generated left C/I ∩ C-module by the previous sentence. Then m/I ∩ C consists of zero
divisors on R/I , so by [12, Proposition 3.4(ii)] there exists a ∈ R \ I with ma ⊆ I . Since
AI ⊆ I , M := Aa + I/I is a non-zero finitely generated A-submodule of R/I . Moreover
(mA)M = 0 since A is commutative, and since A/mA is Artinian, so is the A/mA-module
M . There are thus a simple left A-submodule U of M and a maximal ideal N of A, with∑s
i=1 Axi ⊆ N , such that NU = 0. In particular, N \
∑s
i=1 Axi consists of zero divisors on
the left A-module R/I . That is, {x1, . . . , xs} is a maximal A-sequence on R in N , so that,
invoking (3.20) and (3.19) for the second and third equalities,
s = GA(N,R) = ht(N) = Kdim(A).
However, this contradicts the hypothesis that the inequality in Eq. 3.22 is strict. Hence
equality holds in Eq. 3.22. Since m was an arbitrary maximal ideal of C, R is a maximal
Cohen-Macaulay left C-module.
Step 3: Let m be a maximal ideal of C, and apply the Auslander-Buchsbaum formula
[15, Theorem 19.9] to the regular local ring Cm to get
pr.dimCm(Cm ⊗C R) + GCm(mm, Cm ⊗C R) = GCm(mm, Cm). (3.23)
Now GC(m, R) = ht(m) by Step 2. Thus, using also the preservation of C-sequences under
localisation, [15, Lemma 18.1], and the fact that C is regular and hence Cohen-Macaulay,
GCm(mm, Cm ⊗C R) = GC(m, R) = ht(m) = GC(m, C) = GCm(m, Cm).
From this and Eq. 3.23 we deduce that pr.dimCm(Cm ⊗C R) = 0. Since m was an arbitrary
maximal ideal of C, R is a projective left C-module, as required.
Remarks 3.8 (i) Theorem 3.7(ii) is false if the hypothesis that R is equicodimensional is
omitted. Consider the ring R = k[X] ⊕ k of Example 2.6, with the same subring C =
{(f (X), f (1)} ∼= k[X] as before. Clearly, R is not a projective C-module.
(ii) Theorem 3.7(ii) fails if R is not a finitely generated C-module. For example, let R
be the coordinate ring of SL(2,C), R = C[X, Y,Z,U ]/〈XU − YZ − 1〉. Let C be the
polynomial subalgebra C[X, Y ] of R. Then R, being regular, is Cohen-Macaulay, but R is
not C-projective, since the maximal ideal m = 〈X, Y 〉 of C has mR = R.
3.4 Azumaya and Singular Loci
In this subsection we prove Theorem 3.13, an improved version of [9, Theorem 3.8].
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Definition 3.9 Let R be a noetherian ring which is a finite module over its centre Z(R).
(i) The Azumaya locus of R is
AR = {mmax Z(R) : Rmis Azumaya overZ(R)m}.
(ii) The smooth locus of Z(R) is
FZ(R) = {mmax Z(R) : gl.dim(Z(R)m) < ∞}.
When R as in the definition is in addition an affine k-algebra over an algebraically closed
field k, then so is Z(R) by the Artin-Tate lemma [30, Lemma 13.9.10], while if R is prime
then Z(R) is a domain. In these circumstances FZ(R) of course consists of the smooth
points of the variety Maxspec(Z(R)),and both AR and FZ(R) are non-empty open subsets
of Maxspec(Z(R)). (For the case of AR , see for example [9, Theorem III.1.7].)
We have the following general relationship between the two sets defined above, following
easily from the fact that, if m ∈ AR , then Rm is a free Z(R)m-module.
Lemma 3.10 ([8, Lemma 3.3], [9, Lemma III.1.8]) Let R be a prime noetherian ring which
is a finite module over its centre Z(R). Suppose that gl.dim.(R) < ∞. ThenAR ⊆ FZ(R).
Of course, when R = Z(R), AR = Maxspec(R), showing that the lemma’s validity
requires the finiteness of the global dimension of R. Note moreover that the inclusion given
in the lemma is in general strict. Consider for example the enveloping algebra U of the
two-dimensional non-abelian Lie algebra over a field k of positive characteristic p, U =
k〈x, y : [y, x] = x〉. This is a finite module over its centre Z(U) = k〈xp, yp − y〉. By the
PBW theorem Z(U) is a polynomial algebra on the two given generators. Thus FZ(U) =
Maxspec(Z(U)). On the other hand, xU is an ideal of U with U/xU ∼= k[y], whence it
follows easily thatAZ(U) = Maxspec(Z(U)) \ V(xp).
As the following lemma and its corollary show, the problem for U is that it has “too
many” points which are not Azumaya: to be precise, the closed set of non-Azumaya primes
of Z(U) has codimension 1 in maxspec(Z(U)), or - equivalently - there is a codimension
one prime p of Z(U), namely 〈xp〉, such that Up is not Azumaya. Thus we say that R
(a finite module over its noetherian centre Z(R)) is height 1 Azumaya if the closed set
Maxspec(Z(R)) \AR has codimension at least 2.
Lemma 3.11 Let R be a prime noetherian ring, finitely generated and projective over its
centre Z(R). If R is height 1 Azumaya over Z(R) then it is Azumaya over Z(R).
For the proof of Lemma 3.11, see [8, Lemma 3.6].
Corollary 3.12 LetR be a prime noetherian ringwhich is a finitemodule over its centre Z(R).
Suppose that R is Z(R)-Macaulay. If R is height 1 Azumaya over Z(R), then FZ(R) ⊆ AR .
Proof Let m ∈ FZ(R). Since R is Z(R)-Macaulay, Rm is Z(R)m-Macaulay by Theorem
2.7(iii). Since m ∈ FZ(R),
pr.dim.Z(R)m(Rm) < ∞,
and so we can apply the Auslander-Buchsbaum formula [15, Theorem 19.9] to deduce that
Rm is a projective Z(R)m-module. Now Lemma 3.11 shows that Rm is Azumaya over
Z(R)m, as required.
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From Lemma 3.10 and Corollary 3.12 we deduce:
Theorem 3.13 Let R be a prime noetherian ring which is a finite module over its centre
Z(R). Consider the following statements:
(i) gl.dim(R) < ∞;
(ii) R is Z(R)-Macaulay;
(iii) R is height 1 Azumaya over Z(R).
If (i) holds, then AR ⊆ FZ(R), while if (ii) and (iii) hold then FZ(R) ⊆ AR . Hence if
(i),(ii) and (iii) hold,
AR = FZ(R).
Theorem 3.13 improves [8, Theorem 3.8], since the latter requires the additional hypoth-
esis that R is Auslander-regular. Examples showing that this is a genuine improvement are
given in Section 3.5.
The discussion after Lemma 3.10 shows that hypotheses (i) and (iii) are necessary in
Theorem 3.13. As regards hypothesis (ii), let k be a field, Z = k[X, Y ],m = 〈X, Y 〉, and set
R =
(
Z m
Z Z
)
.
Thus, being a finite module over its centre Z, R is clearly noetherian, and it is easily seen
to be prime. Being the idealiser of a maximal right ideal of M2(Z), R has global dimension
2 by [30, Corollary 7.5.12]. If p is a codimension 1 prime of Z, then m ∩ (Z \ p) = ∅, so
that Rp ∼= M2(Zp). Hence, R is height 1 Azumaya. However, the conclusion of Theorem
3.13 is false for R, since
AR = Maxspec(Z) \ m  Maxspec(Z) = FZ(R).
It follows - as can easily be confirmed directly - that hypothesis (ii) fails for R.
3.5 Reconstruction Algebras: the C-Macaulay Property
Wemyss [39] introduced reconstruction algebras in his work extending the concept of a
noncommutative crepant resolution beyond its original application to Gorenstein surface
singularities. In brief, let r ≥ 1, let ε be a primitive rth root of 1 in C, let a be a positive
integer less than r with gcd(r, a) = 1,and let G = 〈diag(ε, εa)〉, a cyclic subgroup of order
r in GL(2,C). Thus G acts linearly on S := C[X, Y ], and we seek a (noncommutative)
resolution of the invariant ring Z := SG. As CG-modules, S = S0 ⊕ · · ·⊕ Sr−1, the sum of
the homogeneous components corresponding to the simple CG-modules. By [44, Corollary
10.10], the summands Si are precisely the indecomposible maximal Cohen-Macaulay Z-
modules. One takes M to be the sum of those Si which are special in the sense of Wunram
[41]; the definition is recalled also in [39, 5.2.11]. Then one sets the reconstruction algebra
corresponding to the above data to be
Ar,a := EndZ(M). (3.24)
Theorem 3.14 Ar,a is Z-Macaulay.
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Proof (Sketch) Step 1: The skew group algebra C[X, Y ] ∗ G is a maximal order. This is a
consequence of a general result hinging on the absence of pseudoreflections in the action of
G on CX ⊕ CY , [29, Theorem 4.6].
Step 2: EndZ(C[X, Y ]) ∼= C[X, Y ] ∗ G. Given Step 1, this is well-known, originally
due to Auslander, with details to be found in the proof of [16, Theorem 1.5], for example.
First, note that the skew group algebra embeds in the endomorphism algebra, the ele-
ment
∑
g∈G sgg mapping t ∈ C[X, Y ] to
∑
g∈G sgg(t). To see that this embedding gives
every endomorphism of C[X, Y ], one checks that the isomorphism is valid after passing to
quotient rings, that is after tensoring with Q(Z), and then uses Step 1.
Step 3: Let T be a prime Z-Macaulay ring and e ∈ T a non-zero idempotent. Then eT e
is eZe-Macaulay, (with eZe ∼= Z). This is a routine check.
Step 4: The theorem follows from Steps 2 and 3, and the definition of Ar,a , letting e be
an idempotent in T := C[X, Y ] ∗ G projecting from C[X, Y ] onto M .
3.6 Reconstruction Algebras: Azumaya Locus
Theorem 3.15 With the notation of Section 3.5, Ar,a satisfies the hypotheses of Theorem
3.13, with Z(Ar,a) = Z. In particular,
AAr,a = FZ(Ar,a).
Proof From the definition (3.24), Ar,a is a quotient algebra of EndZ(F ) for a suitable finite
rank free Z-module F , so that Ar,a is a finite module over its central subalgebra Z. Since
M is Z-torsion free, so is Ar,a , so that we can embed Ar,a in its quotient ring Q(Z) ⊗Z
EndZ(M) ∼= EndQ(Z)(Q(Z) ⊗ M)). Since the latter algebra is prime, so is Ar,a .
The global dimension of Ar,a is finite by [39, Theorem 6.18], so (i) of Theorem 3.13
holds for Ar,a . Hypothesis (ii) of Theorem 3.13 is guaranteed by Theorem 3.14. Finally,
let p be a codimension one prime of Z, and let m = dimQ(Z)(Q(Z) ⊗ M). Since Z is by
definition an invariant ring, it is integrally closed [13, Proposition 6.4.1]. Thus Zp is a DVR,
and so
(Ar,a)p = EndZ(M) ⊗Z Zp ∼= EndZp(Mp) ∼= Mm(Zp).
Therefore Ar,a is Azumaya in codimension 1, giving hypothesis (iii) of Theorem 3.5.
4 Grade Symmetry
The purpose of this section is to define grade symmetric C-Macaulay rings, and describe
their basic properties. We propose that grade symmetry gives the correct strengthening of
the C-Macaulay condition, so as to retrieve for rings finite over their centres the familiar
hierarchy of commutative homological properties - Cohen-Macaulay implies Gorenstein
implies regular. The noncommutative version of the hierarchy is established in Section 5.
4.1 Homological grade
Definition 4.1 (i) Let R be a ring and let M be a non-zero right R-module. The right
homological grade of M is
j rR(M) := min{i : ExtiR(M,RR) = 0},
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or j rR(M) = ∞ if no such i exists. The left homological grade of a left R-module N ,
denoted jR(N), is defined similarly. The suffix and superfix decorating j will be omitted
whenever possible.
(ii) An R-bimodule M is central if zm = mz for all m ∈ M and z ∈ Z(R).
(iii) R is grade symmetric if jR(M) = j rR(M) for all finitely generated central
R-bimodules M .
Grade symmetry was first defined and studied in [1], mainly in the context of Auslander-
Gorenstein rings, and without the restriction to central bimodules imposed above.
The concept of an exact dimension function δR on the modules of a ring R can be found
in, for example [30, 6.8.4], or [28]. A dimension function δR , defined on both left and
right R-modules, is symmetric if, for every central R-bimodule M , finitely generated on
both sides, δR(M) takes the same value whether M is viewed as a left module or as a right
module.
Definition 4.2 Let δ be an exact dimension function for the noetherian ring R.
(i) R is δ-Macaulay if
δ(R) = δ(M) + jR(M) (4.1)
for all finitely generated right or left R-modules M .
(ii) If R is finite over its centre Z(R) and, for every maximal ideal m of Z(R),
δ(Rm) = δ(M) + jRm(M) (4.2)
for all finitely generated right or left Rm-modules M , then we say that R is locally
δ-Macaulay.
Of course it’s implicit in (ii) of the definition that δ is also defined for Rm-modules, for
all maximal ideals m of Z(R).
Remarks and Examples 4.3 (i) It is trivial but nonetheless important to observe that if a
ring R is δ-Macaulay for a symmetric dimension function δ, then it is grade symmetric.
(ii) Two standard choices for δ are the Krull dimension, which we denote by KdimR ,
and the Gelfand-Kirillov dimension, GKdimR; for details see, for example, [30, Chapters 6
and 8, 26] . Note that, while KdimR is defined for every noetherian ring R, it is not known
whether it is always symmetric; KdimR is, however, easily seen to be symmetric when R
is finite over a central subring, [30, Corollary 6.4.13]. On the other hand, GKdimR is not
defined for every k-algebra R, but, when it is defined, it is always symmetric, [26, Corollary
5.4]. For an affine k-algebra R which is finite over a central subring, KdimR coincides
with GKdimR; this is an easy consequence of the equality of the two dimensions for affine
commutative algebras, [26, Theorem 4.5].
(iii) If Eq. 4.1 holds for R when δ is either of the two cases featuring in 4.3(ii), we say
that R is Krull Macaulay or GK-Macaulay respectively. By [13, Corollary 2.1.4],
commutative local Cohen-Macaulay rings are Krull-Macaulay. (4.3)
The converse of Eq. 4.3) is also true, and well-known, though we have not been able to
locate a reference. Both directions are special cases of Theorem 4.8(i)⇔(iv) below.
(iv) As discussed in [28, §4.5], one can reverse the order of development of Definition
4.2, and ask for conditions under which, for a given ring R, there exists a non-negative
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integer n such that δR := n − jR defines an exact dimension function for R. For example,
this is possible when R is an Auslander-Gorenstein ring by [28, Proposition 4.5].
(v) Let k be a field of characteristic 0, let n be a positive integer, and let R := An(k) be
the nth Weyl algebra over k. Then GKdim(R) = 2n and R is GK-Macaulay by [4, Chapter
2, §7.1]. But R is not Krull Macaulay when n > 1: by a result of Stafford [35], R has a
principal maximal left ideal I , so, using [30, Theorem 6.6.15], we easily calculate that
KdimR(R) = n > 1 = 0 + 1 = KdimR(R/I) + jR(R/I).
(vi) Let k be a field and let R be the algebra of 2 × 2 upper triangular matrices over
k, with maximal ideal I :=
(
k k
0 0
)
. Trivially, by Examples 2.3(ii), R is k-Macaulay. One
easily checks that jR(R/I) = 1 and j rR(R/I) = 0, so that R is neither Krull-Macaulay, nor
GK-Macaulay, nor grade symmetric.
Lemma 4.4 Let R be a noetherian ring which is a finite module over its centre Z(R). Then
R is Krull-Macaulay ⇔ for every prime ideal P of R,
Kdim(R) = Kdim(R/P ) + jR(R/P ). (4.4)
Proof ⇒: Trivial
⇐: Let M be a finitely generated R-module. We prove by induction on Kdim(M) that
n := Kdim(R) = Kdim(M) + jR(M). (4.5)
Kdim(M) = 0 : LetX be an irreducible R-module. ThenR/AnnR(X) is simple Artinian by
Kaplansky’s theorem, [30, Theorem 3.3.8], so R/AnnR(X) is a finite direct sum of copies
of X, and Eq. 4.5 for M = X follows from Eq. 4.4 for P = AnnR(X). Now Eq. 4.5 for an
arbitrary finitely generated artinian R-module follows by a routine application of the long
exact sequence of cohomology.
For the induction step, let t ≥ 0 and suppose that Eq. 4.5 is proved when Kdim(M) ≤ t .
Assume that Kdim(M) = t +1. By [20, Theorem 9.6], since R is FBN, M has a generalised
composition series
0 = M0 ⊆ M1 ⊂ M2 ⊂ · · · ⊂ Mr = M,
where r ≥ 2, Kdim(M1) ≤ t and 0 = Mj/Mj−1 ∼= Uj , with Uj a uniform left ideal of
R/Pj and Pj a prime ideal of R with Kdim(R/Pj ) = t + 1, 1 < j ≤ r .
Suppose that Eq. 4.5 is proved withM replaced by any subfactor in the above generalised
composition series. So j (M1) ≥ n − t and j (Mj/Mj−1) = n − t − 1, for 1 < j ≤ r .
Therefore, for  < n − t − 1, the long exact sequence of Ext shows that
ExtR(M,R) = 0,
and hence j (M) ≥ n − t − 1. Then, the short exact sequence
0 −→ Mr−1 −→ M −→ M/Mr−1 ∼= Ur −→ 0
yields
0 = Extn−t−2R (Mr−1, R) −→ Extn−t−1R (Ur, R) −→ Extn−t−1R (M,R).
Since the middle term is non-zero, j (M) = n − (t + 1), as required.
So we have to prove (4.5) when M is a uniform left ideal of a prime factor ring R/P of
R, with Kdim(R/P ) = t + 1. Let m be the Goldie rank of R/P , and set I to denote the
direct sum of m copies of M . By [20, 7.24 and 7.8(c)], there are exact sequences
0 −→ I −→ R/P −→ X −→ 0 (4.6)
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and
0 −→ R/P −→ I −→ Y −→ 0 (4.7)
with Kdim(X) ≤ t and Kdim(Y ) ≤ t . By Eq. 4.4,
j (R/P ) = n − (t + 1) (4.8)
and, by induction,
j (X) ≥ n − tandj (Y ) ≥ n − t. (4.9)
Let w < n − (t + 1). Then Eq. 4.7 gives the exact sequence
ExtwR(Y,R) −→ ExtwR(I, R) −→ ExtwR(R/P,R),
where the outside terms are both zero by Eqs. 4.8 and 4.9. Hence
jR(I ) ≥ n − (t + 1). (4.10)
Then Eq. 4.6 gives
Extn−(t+1)R (X,R) −→ Extn−(t+1)R (R/P,R) −→ Extn−(t+1)R (I, R), (4.11)
where the first term is zero by Eq. 4.9 and the second term is non-zero by Eq. 4.8. Hence,
jR(I ) ≤ n − (t + 1). (4.12)
Thus the induction step follows from Eqs. 4.10 and 4.12.
The connection between homological grade and grade defined in terms of R-sequences
is afforded by the following lemma.
Lemma 4.5 Let R be a noetherian ring which is a finite module over its centre Z(R). Let
P be a prime ideal of R and let p = P ∩ Z(R).
(i) G(p, R) ≤ min{jR(R/P ), j rR(R/P )}.
(ii) Suppose that P is a maximal ideal of R. There exists a maximal ideal Q of R with
Q ∩ Z(R) = p and G(p, R) = jR(R/Q). A similar statement holds for j rR .
For the remainder of the lemma, assume that R is Z(R)-Macaulay.
(iii) There exists a prime ideal Q of R with Q ∩ Z(R) = p and G(p, R) = jR(R/Q). A
similar statement holds for j rR .
(iv) Let Q be any prime ideal of R for which t := G(q, R) = jR(R/Q). Then
ExttR(R/Q,R) is a torsion-free Z(R)/q-module.
(v) Let Q be a prime ideal of R, with q := Q∩R, and t := G(q, R). Let B be a non-zero
finitely generated torsion-free R/Q-module. Then jR(B) = t if and only if jR(R/Q) = t .
A similar statement applies to j rR when B is a right module.
Proof Let P and p be as stated.
(i) Let {x1, . . . , xt } be a maximal Z(R)-sequence in P and set I := ∑i xiR. By the
Change of Rings Theorem [33, Theorem 9.37],
ExtmR/I (R/P,R/I) ∼= Extm+tR (R/P,R), (4.13)
for all m ∈ Z. This proves (i).
(ii) Suppose now that P is maximal. Keep the notation as above. The maximality of t
implies that p/I consists of zero divisors in R/I , so, by [12, Proposition 3.4], there exists
y ∈ R \ I such that py ⊆ I . Thus there exists a left annihilator prime ideal Q/I of R/I
with p ⊆ Q,and maximality of p ensures that Q ∩ Z(R) = p. Thus, working with left
modules, HomR(R/Q,R/I) = 0, and therefore (4.13) with P replaced by Q shows that
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jR(R/Q) ≤ t . Combining this inequality with (i) for Q in place of P now gives (ii), since
by INC, Proposition 2.4(ii), Q is a maximal ideal of R.
Suppose henceforth that R is Z(R)-Macaulay.
(iii) Carry through the proof as in (ii). Everything proceeds in the same way to get a
prime ideal Q of R with I ⊆ Q and p ⊆ Q ∩ Z(R), with Q/I a left annihilator prime of
R/I . By Eq. 4.13,
jR(R/Q) = G(p, R). (4.14)
Let q := Q ∩ R, so that p ⊆ q. Suppose for a contradiction that this inclusion is strict, so
that ht(p) < ht(q). Since R is Z(R)-Macaulay, Theorem 2.7(ii) and Eq. 4.14 imply that
G(q, R) = ht(q) > ht(p) = G(p, R) = jR(R/Q).
But this contradicts (i) of the lemma, so Q ∩ R = p as required.
(iv) Let Q be a prime for which G(q, R) = jR(R/Q) := t . Let {x1, . . . , xt } be a max-
imal Z(R)-sequence in Q and set I := ∑i xiR. By Eq. 4.13, 0 = ExttR(R/Q,R) ∼=
HomR/I (R/Q,R/I). Suppose that f is a non-zero element of HomR/I (R/Q,R/I) with
f z = 0 for some z ∈ Z(R) \ q. So im(f ) is a non-zero left ideal of R/I with
(Q+Rz)im(f ) = 0, and hence there is an annihilator primeW/I ofR/I withQ/I  W/I .
By Small’s theorem, [30, Corollary 4.1.4], this contradicts Theorem 2.7(vi) applied to R/I ,
since R/I is Z(R) + I/I -Macaulay by Theorem 2.7(vii). This proves (iv).
(v) Let Q and B be as stated, with {x1, . . . , xt } be a maximal Z(R)-sequence in Q,
I := ∑i Rxi . Suppose first that jR(R/Q) = t . As in the proof of (i), ExtmR/I (B,R/I) ∼=
Extm+tR (B,R) for all m ∈ Z. Hence, jR(B) ≥ t . To prove the reverse inequality, localise
ExttR(R/Q,R) by inverting Z(R)\q: we see from (iv) that ExttRq(Rq/Qq, Rq) is non-zero.
Since this space is the direct sum of copies of ExttRq(V ,Rq), where V is the irreducible
left Rq/Qq-module, it follows that ExttRq(V ,Rq) is non-zero also. But the localisation of
ExttR(B,R) at q, that is Ext
t
Rq
(Bq, Rq),is the direct sum of a non-zero number of copies of
ExttRq(V ,Rq), and is therefore non-zero. It follows that j

R(B) ≤ t , and so we get equality.
The converse, and the proof for j rR are exactly similar.
Example 4.3(vi) shows that we can’t always take Q = P in (ii) or (iii) of the above
lemma, and indeed that different ideals Q may be needed for j and j r .
4.2 Basic Properties of Grade Symmetric Z(R)-Macaulay Rings
A key feature of the grade symmetry property is encapsulated in the following consequence
of Mu¨ller’s theorem, [9, Theorem III.9.2; 32].
Lemma 4.6 Let R be a noetherian ring which is a finite module over its centre Z(R).
(i) Suppose that R is grade symmetric. Let P be a maximal ideal of R, with p := P ∩
Z(R). Then
jR(R/P ) = G(p, R). (4.15)
(ii) If R is grade symmetric and Z(R)-Macaulay, then (4.15) is true for all prime ideals
of R. In particular, for all primes P of R, setting p := P ∩ Z(R),
jR(R/P ) = ht(p),
and Extj (R/P )R (R/P,R) is a torsion-free Z(R)/p-module.
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Proof (i) Suppose that R is grade symmetric, and let P be a maximal ideal of R with
p := P ∩ Z(R). Lemma 4.5(ii) guarantees the existence of a maximal ideal Q of R with
Q ∩ Z(R) = p and jR(R/Q) = G(p, R). By Mu¨ller’s theorem, [32], see also [9, Theorem
III.9.2], there is an integer n ≥ 1 and a finite sequence of non-zero finitely generated central
R/Pi − R/P(i+1)-bimodules B1, . . . , Bn, with Q = P1, . . . , Pn = P , such that each Pi is
a maximal ideal of R whose intersection with Z(R) is p. From grade symmetry, bearing in
mind also that each factor R/Pi is simple artinian since p is a maximal ideal of Z(R), it
follows that j rR(R/P ) = jR(R/P ) = jR(R/Q).
(ii) The proof is exactly the same as the proof of (i), except that now we need to invoke
Lemma 4.5(v) to handle the homological grade of the bimodules Bi , and Lemma 4.5(iv)
gives the final claim.
For injectively homogeneous rings, (see Definition 5.1), a more precise version of the
following result was proved in [11, Theorem 5.5], generalised in [1, Theorem 4.2] to
grade symmetric Auslander-Gorenstein rings satisfying a polynomial identity. The final
sentence of the corollary was proved for noetherian rings of finite injective dimension in
[31, Corollary 4.6]; see also [1, Theorem 2.3].
Corollary 4.7 Let R be a noetherian ring which is a finite module over its centre Z(R),
and suppose that R is grade symmetric and Z(R)-Macaulay. Let
0 → R → E0 → E1 → · · · → Ei → · · · (4.16)
be a minimal injective resolution of RR, and let P be a prime ideal of R, with ht(p) = t .
Then the first occurrence in (4.16) of the indecomposible injective R-module with assassi-
nator P is as a summand of Et . In particular, every indecomposible injective occurs at least
once in (4.16).
Proof This is immediate from Lemma 4.6(ii) together with the use of Eq 4.16 to calculate
Ext∗R(R/P,R). (For the latter, see for example [7, Lemma 2.3].)
Theorem 4.8 Let R be a noetherian ring which is a finite module over its centre Z(R).
Then the following statements are equivalent:
(i) R is Krull-Macaulay;
(ii) R is equicodimensional and locally Krull-Macaulay;
(iii) R is Z(R)-Macaulay, equicodimensional and grade symmetric;
(iv) GZ(R)(m, R) = Kdim(R) for all maximal ideals m of Z(R), and R is grade
symmetric.
Proof (i)⇒(iv): Assume that R is Krull-Macaulay. Then R is grade symmetric by Remark
4.3(ii). Let m be a maximal ideal of Z(R). By Lemma 4.5(ii) there exists a maximal ideal
Q of R with Q ∩ Z(R) = m, for which
GZ(R)(m, R) = jR(R/Q). (4.17)
Since Kdim(R/Q) = 0, the Krull Macaulay property now ensures that GZ(R)(m, R) =
Kdim(R).
(iv)⇒(iii): Assume (iv). Let M be a maximal ideal of R. Then
GZ(R)(m, R) ≤ ht(M) ≤ Kdim(R),
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by Theorem 2.7(i), so (iv) forces equality throughout. The first equality implies that R is
Z(R)-Macaulay by Theorem 2.7(v), and the second gives equicodimensionality.
(iii)⇒(ii): Suppose that R is Z(R)-Macaulay, equicodimensional and grade symmetric.
Let P be a prime ideal of R, with p := P ∩ Z(R). By Lemma 4.6(ii),
jR(R/P ) = G(p, R) =: t. (4.18)
Thus, by Lemma 4.5(iv), ExttR(R/P,R) is non-zero and Z(R)/p-torsion-free. Hence, if m
is any maximal ideal of Z(R) with p ⊆ m,
jRm(Rm/Pm) = t. (4.19)
Since R is Z(R)-Macaulay, Rm is Z(Rm)-Macaulay by Theorem 2.7(iv), and so
G(p, R) = ht(P ) = ht(Pm) = G(Pm, Rm). (4.20)
It follows from Eqs. 4.18, 4.19 and 4.20 that ht(Pm) = jRm(Rm/Pm). Since Theorem
3.1(ii) ensures that Kdim(Rm) = Kdim(Rm/Pm) + ht(Pm), we obtain (4.2) for M = R/P
and for m. Thus (ii) follows from Lemma 4.4.
(ii)⇒(i): Suppose that R is equicodimensional and locally Krull Macaulay. By Lemma
4.4, we must show that, for every prime P of R,
Kdim(R) = Kdim(R/P ) + jR(R/P ), (4.21)
where jR denotes both the left and the right grade. Let m be a maximal ideal of Z(R). By
the already-proved (i) ⇒ (iv) ⇒ (iii) of the theorem applied to the Krull Macaulay ring
Rm, we see that Rm is Z(R)m-Macaulay. Since m was arbitrary, Theorem 2.7(iv) ensures
that R is Z(R)-Macaulay. Bearing in mind that R is also by hypothesis equicodimensional,
Theorem 3.1(iii) implies that, for all primes P of R,
Kdim(R) = Kdim(R/P ) + ht(P ). (4.22)
By Eqs. 4.22, 4.21 holds if and only if, for all primes P of R,
jR(R/P ) = ht(P ). (4.23)
To prove Eq. 4.23 for jR , note first that
jR(R/P ) ≥ GZ(R)(p, R) = ht(P ) = ht(p), (4.24)
by Theorem 2.7(ii) and Lemma 4.5(i). For the opposite inequality, by Lemma 4.5(iii) there
is a prime Q of R with Q ∩ Z(R) = p, such that
t := jR(R/Q) = GZ(R)(p, R) = ht(Q) = ht(p), (4.25)
where for the final two equalities we again use Theorem 2.7(ii), applicable since R is Z(R)-
Macaulay. By Lemma 4.5(iv) ExttR(R/Q,R) is a torsion-freeZ(R)/q-module. Thus, letting
m be any maximal ideal ofZ(R)which contains p, we deduce that jRm(Rm/Qm) = t . Now
local grade symmetry, which holds thanks to hypothesis (ii), forces jRm(Rm/Pm) = t , by
Lemma 4.6(ii). Therefore
jR(R/P ) ≤ t. (4.26)
Now Eq. 4.23 for jR follows from Eqs. 4.24, 4.26 and 4.25. The argument for j
r
R is identical.
We now show that the characterisation in Lemma 4.6(ii) of jR(R/P ), obtained there for
a prime ideal P of a grade symmetric Z(R)-Macaulay ring, extends naturally to jR(X) for
all finitely generated R-modules X.
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Theorem 4.9 Let R be a ring which is a finite module over its noetherian centre Z(R).
Suppose that R is Z(R)-Macaulay. Then the following are equivalent.
(i) R is grade symmetric.
(ii) For all prime ideals P of R, jR(R/P ) = j rR(R/P ) = GZ(R)(p, R).
(iii) For every finitely generated left R-module X,
jR(X) = inf{GZ(R)(p, R) : pan annihilator prime of Z(R)X}; (4.27)
and similarly for finitely generated right R-modules.
(iv) For every prime ideal P of R, and for some (equivalently, for every) maximal Z(R)-
sequence {x1, . . . , xt } in P , P is a left and a right annihilator prime of R/∑i xiR.
Proof (iii)⇒(i): This is clear since grade symmetry is defined with respect to central
bimodules.
(i)⇒(ii): Lemma 4.6(ii) and Theorem 2.7(ii).
(ii)⇒(iii): Suppose that (ii) holds. We prove (iii) for left R-modules X; the argument
on the right is parallel. We argue by induction on the Krull dimension Kdim(X) of the
moduleX. Suppose initially thatX is artinian asR-module, and hence also asZ(R)-module.
Amongst the annihilator primes of X as Z(R)-module, which are all maximal ideals of
Z(R), let m be one of minimal codimension, t say. Since R is Z(R)-Macaulay, we have
to show that jR(X) = t . For this, we induct on the composition length m of X, the case
m = 1 being given by (ii). By standard properties of modules over commutative artinian
rings, mX  X, and so there is an exact sequence of R-modules
0 → B → X → Y → 0,
with Y a simple R-module with mY = 0. For i < t there is an exact sequence
Exti (Y, R) → Exti (X,R) → Exti (B,R)
whose two outer terms are 0, by (ii) and induction on m respectively. Thus jR(X) ≥ t . Now
consider the exact sequence
Extt−1(B,R) → Extt (Y, R) → Extt (X,R).
Since, by choice of Y , ht(n) ≥ ht(m) for all annihilator primes n of B, the left-hand term
above is 0 by the induction on m. The middle term is non-zero by (ii), so ExttR(X,R) = 0,
proving the m-induction step for the artinian case of (iii).
Now suppose that r > 0, that X has Krull dimension r , and that (iii) has been proved
for all finitely generated R-modules whose Krull dimension is less than r . We consider first
a special case: namely, let P be a prime ideal of R with Kdim(R/P ) ≤ r , and let U be a
uniform left ideal of R/P . Then we claim that
jR(U) = GZ(R)(p, R) = t. (4.28)
Let s be the uniform dimension of R/P , so that, by [20, Propositions 7.24 and 7.8(c)],
there is an exact sequence of left R-modules
0 → U⊕s → R/P → Y → 0, (4.29)
where Y is a torsion left R/P -module. In particular, AnnR(Y )  P , by [20, Lemma 9.2],
so that Kdim(Y ) < Kdim(R/P ) ≤ r , by [30, Proposition 6.3.11(ii)]. This means that our
induction hypothesis (on r) applies to Y . Let q be an annihilator prime of Z(R)Y . By INC
Proposition 2.4(iii), q ⊇ AnnR(Y ) ∩ Z(R)  p. So by induction and Theorem 2.7(ii),
jR(Y ) = inf{GZ(R)(q, R) : qan annihilator prime of Z(R)Y } > t. (4.30)
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From Eq. 4.30 and the long exact sequence of Ext applied to Eq. 4.29 we obtain the exact
sequence
0 = Extt (Y, R) → Extt (R/P,R) → Extt (U⊕s , R).
Noting the definition (4.28) of t , along with hypothesis (ii), this sequence shows that
jR(U) ≤ t . On the other hand, for all i with 0 ≤ i < t , we have the exact sequence
Exti (R/P,R) → Exti (U⊕s , R) → Exti+1(Y, R). (4.31)
Here, i + 1 ≤ t < jR(Y ) by Eq. 4.30, so both outer terms in Eq. 4.31 are 0, and hence
jR(U) ≥ t . Thus Eq. 4.28 is proved.
Returning now to our arbitrary finitely generated R-module X with Kdim(X) = r , we
first note that, by [20, Theorem 9.6], since R is a finite module over its centre and thus FBN,
X has a finite chain of submodules
0 = X0 ⊂ X1 ⊂ · · · ⊂ Xm = X, (4.32)
where, for i = 1, . . . , m, Xi/Xi−1 is isomorphic to a uniform left ideal of a prime factor
ring R/Pi of R. Moreover, Kdim(R/Pi) = Kdim(Ui) ≤ r for all i, and the number w of
subfactors in Eq. 4.32 with Krull dimension precisely r is easily checked to be an invariant
of X. We shall prove the result for X by induction on w, although observe that the case
w = 1 is not yet proved.
Let i = AnnZ(R)(X), and let q1, . . . , qc be the minimal primes over i. Let q1 have
minimal codimension amongst {qj : 1 ≤ j ≤ c}, and set ht(q1) = t . By a straightfor-
ward exercise on the structure of finitely generated modules over commutative noetherian
rings, AnnZ(R)(X/qjX) = qj for all j = 1, . . . , c. Thus, building a chain (4.32) with
the R-module q1X occurring as one of the terms, we easily see that we can assume that
Pm = AnnR(X/Xm−1) satisfies Pm ∩ Z(R) = q1. By Eq. 4.28,
jR(X/Xm−1) = t. (4.33)
The case w = 1 is now precisely the case where Kdim(Xm−1) < r . In this case, by our
induction on r and our choice of q1,
jR(Xm−1) = inf{GZ(R)(p, R) : pan annihilator prime of Z(R)Xm−1} ≥ t. (4.34)
Then the exact sequence
Extt−1R (Xm−1, R) → ExttR(X/Xm−1, R) → ExttR(X,R) → ExttR(Xm−1, R) (4.35)
has first term 0 and second term non-zero, by Eqs. 4.34 and 4.28. Thus jR(X) ≤ t ; and the
fact that jR(X) ≥ t is clear from Eq. 4.35 with t replaced by i, where i < t . Finally, the
induction step for w is covered by an exactly similar argument, where Xm−1 is handled by
induction on w rather than induction on r . This completes the proof of (iii).
(ii)⇔ (iv): This follows from Rees’s Change of Rings Theorem, [33, Theorem 9.37].
In more detail, for (iv)⇒(ii), the result is immediate from Eq. 4.13 with m = 0 and I =∑
i Rxi . For the converse, assume (ii), and let P , x1, . . . , xt be as in (iv). Set I =
∑
i Rxi .
Then, arguing on the left, ExttR(R/P,R) = 0 by (ii), so
HomR(R/P,R/I) = 0 (4.36)
by Eq. 4.13. But R/I has an artinian quotient ring by Theorem 2.7(vi) and (vii), so in
particular all the (left) annihilator primes of R/I are minimal over I . Hence (4.36) forces
P to be a left annihilator prime of R/I . A similar argument works on the right. This proves
(iv).
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Recall that all quotients of R of the form R/
∑
i xiR, where {x1, . . . , xt } is a Z(R)-
sequence, have artinian quotient rings Q(R/
∑
i xiR), by Theorem 2.7(vi) and (vii).
Therefore the condition on R stated as Theorem 4.9(iv) is equivalent to requiring that,
for every Z(R)-sequence {x1, . . . , xt } in R, every simple left [resp., right] Q(R/∑i xiR)-
module occurs as a left [resp., right] ideal of Q(R/
∑
i xiR). Artinian rings with this
property are called (right and left) Kasch rings, in honour of their definition and initial study
in [25].
The following result, Corollary 4.10, shows that the property of being Z(R)-Macaulay
grade symmetric exhibits a standard local-global condition. Observe that it follows from it
that a Z(R)-Macaulay ring R is grade symmetric if and only if all its factors by maximal
Z(R)-sequnces are right and left Kasch rings.
Corollary 4.10 Let R be a ring which is a finite module over its noetherian centre Z(R).
(i) Let P be a prime ideal of R, p = P ∩R. If R is Z(R)-Macaulay and grade symmetric,
then Rp is Z(Rp)-Macaulay and grade symmetric.
(ii) Suppose that, for every maximal idealm ofZ(R),Rm is Z(Rm)-Macaulay and grade
symmetric, then R is Z(R)-Macaulay and grade symmetric.
Proof (i) Suppose that R is Z(R)-Macaulay and grade symmetric, and let R, P and p be as
stated. Let Q̂ be a prime ideal ofRp, so Q̂ = Qp for a primeQ ofR withQ∩{Z(R)\p} = ∅.
Let t := GZ(R)(q, R) = jR(R/Q), the second equality by (i)⇒(ii) of Theorem 4.9. Now
ExttR(R/Q,R) is R/Q-torsion-free by Lemma 4.6(ii). Localising at q, we deduce that
jRp(Rp/Q̂) = t ≤ GZ(Rp)(qp, Rp), (4.37)
the second inequality by [15, Lemma 18.1]. Since jRp(Rp/Q̂) ≥ GZ(Rp)(qp, Rp) by
Lemma 4.5(i), equality holds in Eq. 4.37. That is, Rp satisfies condition (ii) of Theorem 4.9.
Since Rp is Z(R)p-Macaulay by Theorem 2.7(iii), it is also grade symmetric by (ii)⇒(i) of
Theorem 4.9.
(ii) Suppose the stated hypotheses hold. Then R is Z(R)-Macaulay by Theorem 2.7(iv).
Therefore, by (ii) of Theorem 4.9, it is enough to prove that, given a prime ideal P of R,
jR(R/P ) = GZ(R)(p, R). (4.38)
So, let P be a prime of R, and set t := GZ(R)(p, R). Lemma 4.5(i) ensures that jR(R/P ) ≥
t . By [15, Lemma 18.1], there is a maximal ideal m of Z(R) with p ⊆ m,such that
GZ(Rm)(pm, Rm) = t . Hence, by (ii) of Theorem 4.9 applied to Rm,
0 = ExttRm(Rm/Pm, Rm) ∼= ExttR(R/P,R) ⊗ Rm.
Thus jR(R/P ) ≤ t , and Eq. 4.38 is proved.
We can now deduce that, for a grade symmetric centrally Macaulay ring R, the homo-
logical grade of finitely generated R-modules is entirely a function of their Z(R)-structure.
Corollary 4.11 Let R be a ring which is a finite module over its noetherian centre Z(R),
and let X be a finitely generated left R-module. Suppose that R is Z(R)-Macaulay and
grade symmetric. Then
jR(X) = jR(R/AnnR(X))
= inf{GZ(R)(p, R) : Pminimal prime overAnnR(X)}
= inf{ht(p) : pminimal prime overAnnZ(R)(X)}.
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Proof Let R and X be as stated. We start by showing that the right hand side of Eq. 4.27,
which we set as t , is equal to the second and third displayed lines in the corollary. Set
I = AnnR(X) and i = I ∩ Z(R). Let q be a minimal prime over i, and let p1, . . . , pr be
the annihilator primes of Z(R)X. By basic properties of finitely generated Z(R)-modules,
in particular the Artin-Rees lemma [20, Theorem 13.3], some finite product of the primes
p1, . . . , pr is contained in i. Hence, there exists j for which pj ⊆ q. By minimality of q
we deduce that pj = q. Thus every minimal prime over i is an annihilator prime of Z(R)X.
Since G(p, R) ≥ G(q, R) if p ⊇ q, t must be attained as G(q, R) for a prime q minimal
over i; that is, t equals the third displayed line.
Let q be any minimal prime over i. By the argument above, q = AnnZ(R)(Y ) for some
Z(R)-submodule Y of X, and we can take Y to be an R-module. The annihilator primes
Q1, . . . ,Qm in R of Y clearly all contain qR. Suppose that j := ∩jQj ∩ Z(R)  q. Then
A := AnnY (jR) is an essential R-submodule of Y , and its annihilator jR, being centrally
generated, satisfies the Artin-Rees property, [30, Theorem 13.3]. Hence, some power jwR
of it annihilates Y , which is impossible since jw  q. Thus ∩jQj ∩ Z(R) = q,and so there
exists j with Qj ∩ Z(R) = q. Notice finally that I ⊆ Qj ; and if Qj were not minimal
over I , say Qj  P ⊇ I , then INC, Proposition 2.4(iii), ensures q  p ⊇ i, contradicting
minimality of q over i. Therefore Qj is minimal over I , and t equals the second displayed
line.
Now Eq. 4.27 applied first to the module X, and second to the module R/AnnR(X)
shows that the homological grade of both of these modules is given by
inf{GZ(R)(p, R) : p an annihilator prime of Z(R)X}.
Combined with the equalities proved above, this proves the corollary.
It is a routine exercise, whichwe omit, to deduce the following consequence of Corollary 4.11.
For the definition of finitely partitive, see for example [30, 8.3.17]. A similar result was
obtained for Auslander-Gorenstein noetherian rings by Levasseur in [28, Proposition 4.5].
Corollary 4.12 Let R be a ring which is a finite module over its noetherian centre Z(R),
withR grade symmetric,Z(R)-Macaulay and withKdimR = t < ∞. Then δ := t−jR is an
exact finitely partitive dimension function on the category of finitely generated R-modules.
5 Homological Hierarchy
5.1 Injective and Homological Homogeneity
Definition 5.1 Let R be a noetherian ring which is a finite module over its centre Z(R).
(i) Let I be an ideal of R. The (right) upper grade of I is r.u.gr(I ) = max{i :
ExtiR(R/I|R,R|R) = 0}, (and is ∞ if no such maximum exists).
(ii) R is (right) injectively homogeneous if R has finite (right) injective dimension, and
r.u.gr.(M) = r.u.gr.(N) for all maximal ideals M and N of R for which M ∩ Z(R) =
N ∩ Z(R).
(iii) R is (right) homologically homogeneous if it is right injectively homogeneous and
has finite global dimension.
Remarks 5.2 (i) The original definitions [10, 11], of homological and injective homogene-
ity were more general than the above, in that R was allowed to be merely integral over its
centre. We have been more restrictive here for the sake of brevity.
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(ii) The adjective “right” can be dropped from Definitions 5.1(ii) and (iii). This was
shown in [11, Corollaries 4.4 and 6.6] and is incorporated into the next theorem and its
corollary.
(iii) LetR be a commutative noetherian ring which is a finitely generated module over the
central subring C. Dao et al., [14, Definition 2.1], following Iyama and Wemyss, [23, Def-
inition 1.6], call a ring R a non-singular C-order if R is a maximal Cohen-Macaulay
C-module and gl.dim.(Rp) = Kdim(Cp) for all primes p of C. In doing so both sets
of authors were following Van den Bergh [36, §3], who called such rings homologically
homogeneous, and noted that this usage coincided with Definition 5.1(iii), provided C is
equicodimensional. A proof of this claim is provided at [14, Proposition 2.14]. The inter-
ested reader should consult these papers, and also [27], for further background of the
connections with noncommutative resolution of singularities.
Theorem 5.3 Let R be a ring which is a finite module over its noetherian centre Z(R).
Then the following are equivalent.
(i) R is left injectively homogeneous.
(ii) (1) R is Z(R)-Macaualay;
(2) R is grade symmetric; and
(3) R has finite left injective dimension.
(iii) (1) R is Z(R)-Macaualay;
(2) R is grade symmetric; and
(3) R has finite right injective dimension.
(iv) R is right injectively homogeneous.
Proof Since (i) is equivslent to (iv) by [11, Corollary 4.4], it is enough to prove that (i) and
(ii) are equivalent, since the equivalence of (iii) and (iv) will follow by a parallel argument.
(i)⇒(ii): Suppose that R is left injectively homogeneous. Then (1) is assured by (i)⇒(ii)
of [11, Theorem 3.4]. For (2), since R is Z(R)-Macaulay, it is enough to prove (ii) of
Theorem 4.9. So, let P be a prime ideal of R. Then, as required,
jR(R/P ) = ht(P ) = GZ(R)(p, R),
the first equality by [11, Theorem 5.3] and the second by Theorem 2.7(ii). Finally, (3) is
part of the definition of the injectively homogeneous property.
(ii)⇒(i): Suppose that R satisfies properties (1), (2) and (3), with l.inj.dim(R) := n <
∞. Consider first the special case whereZ(R) is local, with maximal idealm. Let x1, . . . , xt
be a maximal Z(R)-sequence in m on R, and set I = ∑i Rxi . Notice that
t ≤ n and injdim(R/I) = n − t, (5.1)
by Rees’s Change of Rings theorem [33, Theorem 9.37], (see Eq. 4.13). By (i)⇒(ii) of
Theorem 4.9, every simple left R-module X has
jR(X) = t; (5.2)
hence, by Eq. 4.13 again, each of these simple modules occurs in the left socle of R/I . By
[11, Lemma 3.1], there is a simple left R-module Y with ExtnR(Y,R) = 0. Applying (4.13)
again shows that Extn−tR/I (Y, R/I) = 0. To the exact sequence of left R/I -modules
0 → Y → R/I → (R/I)/Y → 0
we can apply the functor HomR/I (−, R/I) to get the exact sequence
Extn−tR/I (R/I, R/I) → Extn−tR/I ((R/I)/Y,R/I) → Extn−t+1R/I (Y, R/I). (5.3)
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The last term of Eq. 5.3 is 0 by Eq. 5.1, so the first term must be non-zero. Hence, n = t .
It follows from this and Eq. 5.2 that l.u.gr.(M) = t for every maximal ideal M of R.
Therefore R is injectively homogeneous.
Now drop the hypothesis that Z(R) is local. For every maximal ideal m of Z(R),
Rm satisfies hypotheses (1), (2) and (3), with l.inj.dim(Rm) ≤ n, by Corollary 4.10(i)
and the behaviour of Ext under central localisation, [33, 11.58]. So Rm is left injectively
homogeneous by the above argument. Therefore R is left injectively homogeneous by the
local-global property of injective homogeneity, [11, Lemma 3.3].
The following corollary is clear.
Corollary 5.4 Let R be a ring which is a finite module over its noetherian centre Z(R).
Then the following are equivalent.
(i) R is homologically homogeneous.
(ii) (1) R is Z(R)-Macaulay;
(2) R is grade symmetric; and
(3) R has finite global dimension.
6 Speculations Beyond PI
Throughout this section k is an arbitrary field. Given integers i and n and a complex B,
the shift operator [n] is defined by B[n]i := Bn+i . We discuss here what might be the
appropriate extension of the definition of a Cohen-Macaulay ring beyond the commutative
setting.
For the definition and basic properties of rigid dualizing complexes, see [37, 43]. So far
as we are aware, it remains possible that every affine noetherian k-algebra of finite GK-
dimension has a rigid dualizing complex. When a noetherian ring A does possess a rigid
dualizing complexR, thenR is unique up to a unique isomorphism, [37, Proposition 8.2(1)],
[42, Theorem 5.2]. Here is the first of two “generalised Cohen-Macaulay conditions” which
will feature in this discussion.
Definition 6.1 (Van den Bergh, [37, page 674]) A noetherian ring A with a rigid dualizing
complex R is AS-Cohen Macaulay if the complex R is concentrated in one degree.
Suppose that A is an algebra of a type which has featured in previous sections of this
paper, specifically, an indecomposible affine noetherian k-algebra which is Z(A)-Macaulay
of Gel’fand-Kirillov dimension n. Then A is equicodimensional by Theorem 3.4. Take a
central polynomial subalgebra C in n variables over which A is a finite module, as afforded
by Noether normalisation. Then A is a free C-module of finite rank by Theorem 3.7(ii).
Hence, since C[n] is the rigid dualizing complex of C, it follows from [43, Example 3.11],
[42, Proposition 5.7] that
R := RHomC(A,C[n])
is the rigid dualizing complex of A. That is, we have obtained the following well-known
fact, which for convenience we state as
Proposition 6.2 Let A be an indecomposible affine noetherian k-algebra which is Z(A)-
Macaulay of Gel’fand-Kirillov dimension n. Then A is AS-Cohen Macaulay, with its rigid
dualizing complex concentrated in the single degree −n.
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Note, however, that there is no grade symmetry component to the hypothesis or conclu-
sion of the proposition, so something else is needed for a condition which would fit into a
hypothetical generalised formulation of the homological hierarchy of Section 5.
In [43, Definition 2.1], Yekutieli and Zhang introduce the concept of an Auslander
dualizing complex R of an algebra A. By this they meant that, for all finitely generated
A-modules M , the familiar Auslander property should be satisfied, but for the A-modules
ExtiA(M,R), (i ∈ Z,rather than the modules ExtiA(M,A), (i ∈ N). They show that under
a range of hypotheses on the algebra A, the rigid dualizing complex of A is Auslander; and
they ask [43, Question 0.11], restated here for convenience as
Question 6.3 Is every rigid dualizing complex Auslander?
Suppose that A is a noetherian k-algebra with an Auslander rigid dualizing complex R.
Define the R-grade of a finitely generated A-module M to be
jR(M) := inf{i : ExtiA(M,R) = 0} ∈ Z ∪ ∞.
Then Yekutieli and Zhang define the canonical dimension of M to be
CdimR(M) := −jR(M) ∈ Z ∪ −∞, (6.1)
and show in [43, Theorem 2.10] that, with these hypotheses on A,
CdimRis an exact finitely partitive dimension function.
They then ask [43, Question 3.15]:
Question 6.4 Let A be a noetherian k-algebra with a rigid dualizing complex R. Is CdimR
symmetric on central A-bimodules?
In [43], Yekutieli and Zhang exhibit a number of cases where a positive answer to
Question 6.4 is known. One such setting arises from the following second “generalised
Cohen-Macaulay condition”, slightly adapted here from the original by requiring rigidity:
Definition 6.5 (Yekutieli, Zhang, [43, Definition 2.24]) Let A be a noetherian k-algebra of
finite Gel’fand-Kirillov dimension with an Auslander rigid dualizing complex. Then A is
dualizing GK-Macaulay if there is an integer c such that
GKdim(M) − CdimR(M) = c (6.2)
for all non-zero finitely generated left or right A-modules M .
Yekutieli and Zhang use the term GKdim-Macaulay for the above; we have intro-
duced new terminology to avoid confusion with the more familiar GK-Macaulay condition
recalled here at Definition 4.3(ii). Since the Gel’fand-Kirillov dimension is symmetric by
[26, Corollary 5.4], CdimR is symmetric when A is dualizing GK-Macaulay.
Observe that being dualizing GK-Macaulay is a rather weak condition on an algebra. For
example, we have:
Theorem 6.6 (Yekutieli, Zhang) Let A be an affine noetherian k-algebra which is a finite
module over its centre. Then A is dualizing GK-Macaulay.
Proof This follows immediately from [43, Corollary 6.9 and Example 6.14].
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Combining this circle of ideas in our laboratory setting of centrally Macaulay rings yields
the following suggestive result. Recall that grade symmetrywas defined at Definition 4.1(iii).
Proposition 6.7 LetA be an affine indecomposibleZ(A)-Macaulay k-algebra of Gel’fand-
Kirillov dimension n. Let R be the rigid dualizing complex of A. Then the following are
equivalent:
(i) A is grade symmetric;
(ii) the map j − jR : modA −→ Z is constant.
Proof By Theorem 6.6, A is dualizing GK-Macaulay.
(ii)⇒(i): As noted above, immediately after Definition 6.5, CdimR is symmetric since A
is dualizing GK-Macaulay. By Eq. 6.1 this symmetry is also satisfied by jR , so (i) follows
from (ii).
(i)⇒(ii): Assume that A is grade symmetric. Then A is GK-Macaulay by Theorem
4.8(i)⇔(ii). That is, for all finitely generated A-modules M ,
j (M) = n − GKdim(M).
On the other hand, by Eqs. 6.2 and 6.1 there exists c ∈ Z such that
jR(M) = c − GKdim(M).
Thus (ii) follows.
Guided therefore by Definition 6.1 and by Proposition 6.7, we might propose that
the noetherian k − algebra A should be regarded as Cohen-Macaulay
⇔
A has a rigid Auslander dualizing complex R concentrated in one degree,
and j − jR is constant.
Of course, this suggestion immediately begs another question: how to determine whether a
given algebra satisfies the suggested conditions.
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